Before the round begins
- Begin by opening up the digital Score Form and log into zoom
- Fill out the correct team info and round number in Score Form
- Make sure you can properly see and hear all students
- Move students so that they & their working space can be properly seen
- Ask how to properly pronounce student’s name
- Practice having students raise their hands in front of their face

When the round questions start
- You should be **watching the screen** while the question is being read
- Call on the first student to raise their hand, and do so Immediately
- Call on students, by name, to answer the questions
- If no student raises their hand in the allotted time, say: **No Answer!**

**VERY IMPORTANT**: At end of game announce the final score and check to see if score matches with chat box score. Also make sure you submit the score electronically as soon as the round is finished.

**Scoring**
There are only three scoring options for each question
- Missed the toss up questions = 0 points
- Answered ONLY toss-up correctly = 4 points
- Answered BOTH toss-up & bonus correctly = 14 points

**Minimum Requirements:**
- Be able to perform basic math skills quickly and accurately
- Be able to focus on the scoring in a competition setting
- Be comfortable being on zoom with camera on the entire time